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Endpoint - Next Generation Anti-virus (NGAV) & Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
Network - Network Traffic Analysis (NTA)
User - User Behaviour Analytics (UBA)
Deception - Host, User and File decoys

Cyber Vigilance’s Managed Threat Detection Service is a foundational element of our ‘Technology’ pillar of
Cyber Security Managed Services. 

This service offers Managed Detection and Response capabilities spanning four key areas:

The service continuously ingests and analyses endpoint, network, and user activity signals to deliver the world’s
first autonomous breach protection platform, providing complete automation of monitoring and control, attack
prevention and detection, and response orchestration. 

www.cybervigilance.uk
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What is Managed Threat Detection?

Cyber Vigilance’s Managed Threat Detection Service, powered by Cynet 360, continuously analyses all activity
signals from your protected devices. This includes user activity, process behaviour and network traffic to
provide threat protection of unmatched accuracy coupled with automated remediation workflows for all core
attack vectors. This eliminates the need for complex multi-product security stacks, making robust breach
protection available to our customers, regardless of their size or level of security skills.

Service Features

MONITORING & CONTROL
File Integrity Monitoring 
Inventory Management
Log Collection and Retention
Vulnerability Assessment

PREVENTION & DETECTION
Next-Gen Anti-virus
Network Analytics
Endpoint Detection and Response 
Deception
User Behaviour Analytics

RESPONSE ORCHESTRATION
Autonomous Remediation
Custom Remediation
Automated Playbooks

SOC SECURITY SERVICES
Threat Intelligence
Threat Hunting
Incident Response
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All the required capabilities to effectively discover and reduce exposed attack surfaces. 

Cyber Vigilance’s automated collection and correlation of all activities provides our team visibility of all
endpoint configurations, installed software, process execution, network traffic and user activity, enabling
our operators to provide guidance and proactively reduce any exposed attack surfaces. 

VISBILITY & CONTROL

Complete coverage of all attack vectors that involve users, network, files and hosts.

Our platform leverages its visibility into all endpoint, network and user activities in the environment to
prevent and detect the widest range of attack vectors, natively achieving the core capabilities of NGAV,
EDR, UBA, Network Analytics and Deception to deliver unparalleled threat coverage and accuracy.

ATTACK PREVENTION & DETECTION

Automation of response workflows across the entire environment.

Cyber Vigilance provides the most comprehensive set of remediation actions for infected endpoints,
network-controlled traffic, malicious files and compromised user accounts. These can be used to
integrate with existing tools in your environment, enabling orchestration of responses to a Cyber incident. 

RESPONSE ORCHESTRATION

Security and threat intelligence expertise.

Our elite Team of threat analysts and security researchers operate the 24x7 Security Operations Centre
(SOC) service, providing incident response, in-depth investigations and proactive threat hunting.

SOC SECURITY SERVICE

Digestible reports keep you up to date.

The Cyber Vigilance Managed Threat Detection Service includes monthly easy to digest reporting to keep
you up to date on the security posture of your organisation, and how that stacks up against previous
months. Cyber Vigilance can also provide any ad-hoc real time reports as required.

REPORTING

Service Capabilities
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Cyber Vigilance is responsible for managing events, alerts, and incidents that occur in your environment. In
the event of a Cyber incident, our vigilant team will proactively contact you to keep you informed of any
mitigative steps taken. If a threat has bypassed the organisation’s security perimeter, our platform will find
it, kill it, and understand its origins.

How the Service Works

Visibility - Our solution delivers unprecedented visibility across each protected device in your
organisation. Each Machine, File, User, Domain and Socket are mapped, and a baseline is created to
construct a full timeline of events, from the first time an entity appeared on your network up to the current
day. Equipped with this information, our team will use this timeline to investigate the complete flow of an
attack or threat from different perspectives.

Detection of Unknown Malicious Threats - Cyber Vigilance correlates and analyses Indicators Of
Compromise (IOCs) across files, users, networks, and endpoints, providing the ability to detect potential
threats and malware that presents a zero-day threat. Our platform uses this telemetry data to track
unauthorised and malicious activity within your infrastructure. It is also used to identify suspicious endpoint
or network configuration changes, system file modifications, registry changes, or suspicious user activity.

Deception - Cyber Vigilance will deploy various deception entities on scanned hosts, which act as
‘honeypots’ and are used to lure attackers. When these entities are accessed, our team can detect and
alert on the illicit activity.

Threat Remediation - Our platform delivers a rapid ability to detect, disrupt and respond to advanced
threats before they can do any damage, enabling the effective clean-up of infected corporate assets with
immediate remediation of threats in progress. Our solution can be used to perform remediation
autonomously, or if required, manually.

Reduce Alert Fatigue - The Cyber Vigilance Managed Threat Detection service removes the pain, and
cost, associated with continued operational support of an Endpoint Detection and Response solution.
Potential threats are identified and automatically evaluated by our team to determine risk levels, thereby
ensuring your team are no longer flooded with false positives.

Rapid Deployment - Cyber Vigilance can assist in deploying our managed threat detection agent across
thousands of endpoints. Once deployed, our agent can be immediately used to uncover advanced threats,
perform automatic or manual remediation, disrupt malicious activity and minimise damage caused by
attacks.

Send to SOC - Cyber Vigilance provides a ‘Send to SOC’ procedure to allow the upload of potentially
malicious/suspicious files to an isolated location. The SOC team then performs forensic investigation as
part of Tier 3 support, providing a report on any malicious intent and remediation activities.
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An incident is any event where Cyber Vigilance becomes aware of an immediate threat to a customer’s
environment. While Cyber Vigilance offers auto-remediation capabilities against most threats, there may be
cases where the Cyber Vigilance SOC proactively identifies a compromise in which active incident response is
required. In this case, a member of the team will contact you to make sure you are aware of the incident.

Investigation – Cyber Vigilance’s SOC will investigate the background and scope of the incident. 

Inform – Cyber Vigilance will inform the customer of the incident and the recommended mitigation steps.

Mitigation – Based on the indicators of attack, Cyber Vigilance will provide recommendations and mitigations
on the endpoint and across the IT and security environment. For instance, traffic may be blocked to/from a
revealed malicious IP. Malicious IPs can also be fed to other systems, such as third-party firewalls. Other
mitigations may include isolating a machine from the network or disabling a user.

Report – Cyber Vigilance will provide a detailed report summarising the activities and artefacts observed,
actions taken, and additional recommendations for mitigation and remediation actions.

Outline the requirements for successful deployment.
Answer any technical questions and queries you may have.
Provide the security agent software for your endpoints.
Continued support and assistance from the Cyber Vigilance team during the agent rollout phase.

To get your organisation onboard as quickly as possible, the Cyber Vigilance team will work alongside you to
provide support and guidance throughout the onboarding process.

Cyber Vigilance will arrange a welcome call to guide you through the initial steps:

The entire solution, including the endpoint agent can be fully deployed and managed remotely.
Once the agents have been deployed, Cyber Vigilance will provide on-going monthly reporting, giving you
complete visibility of how you are protected. The report includes key statistics on alerts and threats.

www.cybervigilance.uk
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Incident Response

Onboarding Process
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The platform is a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution, and is deployed on Amazon AWS Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS). The solution utilises various AWS services such as EC2, EBS, RDS, and Backup to ensure high
availability and provide disaster recovery. The System is deployed in multiple AWS regions to ensure best
performance for all our customers. Each region has a scalable traffic router to ensure uninterrupted ingestion
of all incoming traffic which is then directed to the relevant internal service for further analysis. 

www.cybervigilance.uk
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Service Availability

Customer Responsibilities

The agent supports scanning Windows, Linux, and Mac endpoints in your environment. The following table lists
the specific versions of each OS that is supported.

Technical Requirements

 
The customer shall ensure end-to-end connectivity between the Managed Threat Detection agents and the
cloud platform. Our team will provide the required domains, IP addresses, ports and protocols. 

The customer is responsible for providing Cyber Vigilance with key points of contact in which our team can
reach in the event of a cyber incident. At least one of the selected customer representatives must be available
at all times and have the appropriate approval to take decisive action in the event of a security incident. 

The customer will be responsible for deploying the Managed Threat Detection agent to their corporate assets.
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a) The alert to which your enquiry refers;  
b) Any information available to you regarding the suspicious activity (file, hash, endpoint, etc.);  
c) If you are familiar with the process or file that triggered the alert;  
d) If you have access to the endpoint on which the alert triggered. 

The Cyber Vigilance customer support team will be available during UK business hours, Monday to Friday,
09:00 to 18:00hrs.  

This service is managed by Cyber Vigilance’s 24x7 SOC Team, who will be on hand to provide any technical
support should this be required. 

For any SOC queries, our team can be reached using the following contact details: 

Email: support@cybervigilance.uk  
Phone: +44 (0)1483 948300 

If you need to email Cyber Vigilance, please include as much information regarding the issue you are
experiencing, such as:  

Support

Prefer to speak to us straightaway? Just give us a call   +44 (0)1483 948090 

Register your interest by emailing us at info@cybervigilance.uk. A member of our team will
reach out to show you how easy the process can be and how our managed service could benefit
your organisation.  

Interested?

mailto:support@cybervigilance.uk

